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Olfactory receptors (ORs) detect odors in the environment, and OR genes constitute the largest multigene family in
mammals. Numbers of OR genes vary greatly among species—reflecting the respective species’ lifestyles—and this var-
iation is caused by frequent gene gains and losses during evolution. However, whether the extent of gene gains/losses varies
among individual gene lineages and what might generate such variation is unknown. To answer these questions, we used
a newly developed phylogeny-basedmethod to classify >10,000 intact OR genes from 13 placental mammal species into 781
orthologous gene groups (OGGs); we then compared the OGGs. Interestingly, African elephants had a surprisingly large
repertoire (~2000) of functional OR genes encoded in enlarged gene clusters. Additionally, OR gene lineages that ex-
perienced more gene duplication had weaker purifying selection, and Class II OR genes have evolved more dynamically
than those in Class I. Some OGGs were highly expanded in a lineage-specific manner, while only three OGGs showed
complete one-to-one orthology among the 13 species without any gene gains/losses. These three OGGs also exhibited
highly conserved amino acid sequences; therefore, ORs in these OGGs may have physiologically important functions
common to every placental mammal. This study provides a basis for inferring OR functions from evolutionary trajectory.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Olfaction is essential for the survival ofmostmammals. It is used for
finding foods, avoiding dangers, identifying mates and offspring,
and identifying marked territory (Buck and Axel 1991; Nei et al.
2008; Touhara and Vosshall 2009; Niimura 2012). Various odor
molecules in the environment are detected by olfactory receptors
(ORs) expressed in the olfactory epithelium of the nasal cavity. Us-
ing rats, Buck and Axel were the first to identify mammalian OR
genes (Buck and Axel 1991). They estimated that the murine ge-
nomemay contain asmany as;1000OR genes, and further studies
confirmed that OR genes constitute the largest multigene family in
mammals. ORs are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and have
seven a-helical transmembrane regions. Mammalian ORs can be
clearly classified into two groups, Class I or Class II, based on amino
acid sequence. The functional difference between the two classes is
not well understood, but apparently Class I ORs tend to bind hy-
drophilic odorants, and Class II ORs hydrophobic odorants (Saito
et al. 2009).
It is generally thought that the olfactory system utilizes
‘‘combinatorial coding’’ (Malnic et al. 1999). In this model, each
OR does not have a one-to-one relationship with an odorant; in-
stead, one odorant may be recognized by multiple ORs, and one
OR may recognize multiple odorants. Ultimately, different odor-
ants are represented as different combinations of activated ORs.
Researchers have worked intensively for >15 yr to identify ligands
for ORs (Krautwurst et al. 1998; Touhara et al. 1999; Yoshikawa
et al. 2013; Shirasu et al. 2014). Saito et al. (2009) performed the
most comprehensive of these studies; in that study, they screened
93 odorants against 464 ORs and successfully deorphanized 10
human and 52 mouse ORs. Their results indicate that the combi-
natorial coding scheme is correct (Saito et al. 2009). They also
demonstrated that some ORs are ‘‘generalists’’ that are broadly
tuned and bind to a wide variety of odorants, while others are
‘‘specialist’’ ORs that are narrowly tuned and bind to only a limited
number of structurally related odorants. However, most ORs re-
main orphans, and our knowledge and understanding of OR–
odorant relationships is still quite limited.
Bioinformatic analyses of diverse mammalian genome se-
quences revealed that the numbers of OR genes vary greatly among
species (Niimura 2012). Apparently, the number of OR genes is af-
fected by each species’ environment (Hayden et al. 2010). Mice and
rats have 1000–1200 functional OR genes in their respective ge-
nomes, as Buck and Axel (1991) have correctly estimated, and cows
and opossums have similar numbers (Niimura and Nei 2007).
However, higher primates generally havemuch fewer OR genes. The
human genome harbors ;400 functional OR genes, and in-
terestingly, it also contains >400 OR pseudogenes (Niimura and Nei
2003; Matsui et al. 2010). Chimpanzees have nearly the same
number of functional OR genes as do humans; orangutans and
macaques have even fewer OR genes (Matsui et al. 2010). These
observations are thought to reflect that higher primates heavily rely
onvision and less onolfaction, although the timing and reason(s) for
OR gene losses in primate evolution are unclear (Matsui et al. 2010).
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Platypuses are semi-aquatic egg-laying mammals, and they too have
a relatively small repertoire of functional OR genes (;350) (Niimura
andNei 2007). Theyhave electroreceptors in their bills and can sense
subtle changes in electric fields. Therefore, it may be that different
modalities of senses affect each other, and development of one sense
can coincide with retrogression of another sense.
In addition to the variation inOR genenumber among species,
OR genes are characterized by frequent gene gains and losses in the
course of evolution. A previous study of genome sequences from
seven mammals indicates that hundreds of gains and losses of OR
genes have occurred in an order-specific manner (Niimura and Nei
2007). Consequently, the OR gene family is recognized as an ex-
treme example of a gene family subject to birth-and-death evolution
(Nei and Rooney 2005), in which new genes are created by repeated
gene duplication, while others are lost by pseudogenization. As a
whole, the repertoire of OR genes has changed dynamically dur-
ing mammalian evolution. However, there may be some variation
among individual OR genes in the extent of gene gains and losses.
That is, some ancestral OR genes may have yielded flourishing
lineages with large numbers of descendants, while others may have
become extinct soon after birth. Other genes may be evolutionarily
stable without any gene duplications or losses.
We cannot foresee the evolutionary fate of extant genes;
however, we can trace back the evolutionary history of genes
by comparing genes among species. In this study, we define an
orthologous gene group (OGG) as all extant descendant genes
originated from a single gene in the most recent common an-
cestor (MRCA) of a given set of species (Gabaldon and Koonin
2013). By comparing among OGGs, therefore, we can investigate
differences in the extent of gene gains and losses among different
gene lineages derived from individual founding genes in the an-
cestral species.
To identify orthologous relationships, pairwise methods
based on reciprocal best hits (RBHs) are often used, but RBH-based
methods give erroneous results when lineage-specific gene dupli-
cations and/or gene losses have taken place (Gabaldon 2008).
Therefore, we adopted a phylogeny-based method. However,
identification of OGGs of OR genes among multiple mammalian
species is not straightforward for three main reasons. (1) The
number of genes for inferring orthology and paralogy is very large.
(2) Orthologous relationships between genes from two species are
usually not one-to-one; they can be multiple-to-multiple or zero-
to-multiple relationships, among others, because of frequent lin-
eage-specific gene duplications and losses. (3) The radiation of most
orders of placentalmammals occurred during a relatively short time
period around the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (Meredith et al.
2011; O’Leary et al. 2013); therefore, gene trees are often in-
congruent with species trees due to incomplete lineage sorting,
statistical noises, or both. To overcome these difficulties, we
invented a novel method for OGG identification that is semi-
automated and based on phylogeny.
We sought to understand the extent of variation in evolu-
tionary dynamics among individual OR genes and to identify
factors that generate such variation. For these purposes, we first
comprehensively identified the OR gene repertoires in 13 species
of placentalmammals for which deep-coverage genome sequences
are available. We then used a phylogeny-based method to identify
OGGs among these 13 species and finally compared amongOGGs.
Our findings demonstrate that evolutionary fates varied greatly
among OGGs and that this variation was associated with OR class,
extent of functional constraints, ligand specificity, and OR ex-
pression patterns.
Results
OR genes in 13 species of placental mammals
We examined genome sequences from 13 species of placental
mammals for which deep-coverage genome sequences are avail-
able. These 13 species belong to sevendifferentmammalian orders,
and African elephants are located at the most basal position in the
phylogeny of these species (Supplemental Fig. 1). In all, >20,000
ORgeneswere identified in the genomesof these 13 species (Fig. 1A).
Among theseOR genes, those fromAfrican elephant, horse, rabbit,
and guinea pig were newly identified in this study, and those from
cow or mouse were updated because we used the latest genome
data. Nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequences for OR genes
that were newly identified or updated in this study are provided in
Supplemental Data Sets S1 and S2, respectively. Each OR gene se-
quence was classified into one of three categories: intact gene,
truncated gene, or pseudogene (Niimura and Nei 2007). For each
species examined, the number of truncated genes is relatively
small (Fig. 1A); therefore, the number of intact genes is expected to
be a good estimate of the number of functional OR genes.
The total number of OR genes vary widely among species
(Fig. 1A). Notably, African elephants had by far the largest reper-
toire (1948) of intact OR genes ever identified within a single
species (Fig. 1A) and more than rats, which have the largest pre-
viously identified repertoire (Niimura 2012). African elephants had
an even larger number ofOR pseudogenes (2230), and this genome
contained, in all, >4200 OR genes.
The fraction of OR pseudogenes, like the total number of OR
genes, varies widely among species (Fig. 1A). Guinea pigs had the
largest fraction of OR pseudogenes (;62%). The fraction of OR
pseudogenes within a genome did not correlate with the number of
intact OR genes (r =0.137; P = 0.655) (Fig. 1B). Once phylogenetic
dependence was removed (Felsenstein 1985), any correlation com-
pletely disappeared (r = 0.003; P = 0.992) (Fig. 1C). Therefore, the
fraction ofORpseudogenes could not be used to predict the number
of functional OR genes in a given genome. In contrast, the absolute
number of pseudogenes, unlike the fraction of pseudogenes, did
correlate with the number of intact genes even after removing
phylogenetic dependence (r= 0.59;P = 0.042) (Supplemental Fig. S2).
Identification of orthologous gene groups (OGGs)
Using OR genes from these 13 species, we identified OGGs using a
novel phylogeny-basedmethod (seeMethods; Supplemental Fig. S3).
We classified 10,659 intactOR genes from these 13 species into 781
OGGs. Truncated genes and pseudogenes were also assigned to the
781OGGs based on sequence similarity to constituent intact genes
(see Methods). By definition, all genes in a given OGG are sup-
posed to have originated from a single ancestral gene in theMRCA
of placental mammals. Therefore, we assert that the MRCA of
placentalmammalsmay have had;781 functional OR genes. This
estimate was in good agreement with the previous estimate (800)
(Niimura and Nei 2007), which was obtained with the reconciled-
tree method.
EachOR gene was clearly classified into Class I or Class II, and
145 OGGs (18.6%) contained Class I genes and 636 (81.4%) con-
tainedClass II genes. Therefore,;19%of all OR genes in theMRCA
of placental mammals were presumed to be in Class I; this value
was within the range of the percentages of Class I OR genes in the
extant species (11%–22%) (Fig. 1A). Each Class I and each Class II
OGG was named separately in a descending order based on the
number of constituent intact genes. For example, OGG2-1 repre-
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sents the OGG containing the largest number of intact Class II
genes. Gene names within each OGG and the number of genes
from each species within each OGG are provided in Supplemental
Data Set S3 and Supplemental Table S1, respectively.
Most OGGs contained a relatively small number of OR genes.
The mean number and median number of intact OR genes per
OGGwere 13.6 and 11, respectively (Fig. 2A), and for pseudogenes,
themean andmedianwere 11.9 and 7, respectively (Fig. 2B). For all
OGGs, the number of intact genes and the number of pseudogenes
within an OGG were correlated to each other (r = 0.731) (Fig. 2C);
therefore, OGGs with many intact genes also tended to contain
many pseudogenes.
Comparison between Class I and Class II genes and extent
of purifying selection
Class II OGGs generally contained more genes than did Class I
OGGs (Fig. 2A–C), but the difference between the two classes was
not significant for the number of intact genes (P = 0.14, Wilcoxon
test) or of pseudogenes (P = 0.099). For each OGG separately, we
then used the reconciled-tree method (Niimura and Nei 2007) to
estimate the numbers of gene gains and losses during the evolution
of placental mammals (see Methods). The number of gene gains
(P = 0.031, Wilcoxon test) and the total number of gene gains and
losses (P = 0.0085) were significantly larger for Class II genes than
for Class I genes (Fig. 2D).
Next, we used the maximum likelihood method implemented
in PAML (Yang and Nielsen 2000) to calculate v, the ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous change rates, for eachOGGseparately.
The v value reflected the extent of purifying selection. Notably, the
v values were significantly smaller for Class I genes (median v =
0.196) than for Class II genes (median v = 0.230; P = 0.00016,
Wilcoxon test) (Fig. 2E). These observations indicated that evolution
of Class II genes wasmore dynamic than that of Class I genes. The v
value for each OGG was positively correlated with the number of
gene gains in the respective OGG (r = 0.35; P < 2.23 1016) (Fig. 2F).
The v value was also correlated with the number of intact genes (r =
0.27; P = 3.8 3 1013) (Supplemental Fig. S4). In contrast, the cor-
relation between v and the number of gene losses was not signifi-
cant (r = 0.06; P = 0.095) (Supplemental Fig. S4). These observations
indicated that gene lineages that had experiencedmore duplication
tended to be under weaker evolutionary constraints.
Expanded OGGs
Some OGGs were very large, indicating that some individual an-
cestral OR genes had each generated >100 descendant genes in
these 13 species (see Fig. 2A,C; Supplemental Table S1). OGG2-1
Figure 1. Numbers of OR genes in the genome sequence from 13 placental mammal species. (A) ‘‘I,’’ ‘‘T,’’ and ‘‘P’’ represent the number of intact
genes, truncated genes, and pseudogenes, respectively. An intact genewas defined as a sequence starting from an initiation codon and ending with a stop
codon that did not contain any disrupting mutations. A pseudogene was defined as a sequence with a nonsense mutation, frameshift, deletion within
conserved regions, or some combination thereof. A truncated gene was defined as a partial, intact sequence located at a contig end. An intact gene was
assumed to be functional, while a truncated gene was presumed to be either a functional gene or a pseudogene. The fraction of OR pseudogenes was
calculated as the number of OR pseudogenes divided by the total number of OR genes. The fraction of Class I genes was calculated as the number of intact
Class I genes divided by the total number of intact OR genes. Dog and rat data were taken fromNiimura and Nei (2007), and the data for the five primates
were from Matsui et al. (2010). (B) There was no significant correlation between the number of intact OR genes within a genome and the fraction of OR
pseudogenes within that same genome among these 13 species (r = 0.137; P = 0.655); (C ) again, there was no significant correlation (r = 0.003; P =
0.992) after the comparativemethod of phylogenetically independent constants (PICs) was used to remove phylogenetic dependence (Felsenstein 1985).
Expansion of olfactory receptor genes in elephants
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contained the largest number (159) of intact OR genes. Moreover,
OGG2-1 included 25 dog, 43 cow, 28 rabbit, and nine orangutan
genes; this OGG also contained the largest number of genes from
each of these species (Supplemental Table S2). Phylogenetic anal-
yses suggested that gene expansion has occurred independently in
each lineage (Fig. 3A,B; Supplemental Fig. S5A). The second largest
OGG, OGG2-2, contained 84 intact elephant genes; therefore, this
gene lineage has expanded drastically in African elephants (Fig.
3C,D; Supplemental Fig. S5B). OGG2-3, the third largest OGG,
contained the largest number (388) of pseudogenes. Reportedly,
the one human intact gene belonging toOGG2-3, namedOR7E24,
has generated numerous pseudogenes that are scattered through-
out the humangenome (collectively calledH*OR genes) (Newman
and Trask 2003; Niimura and Nei 2003; Go and Niimura 2008).
Interestingly, this group of pseudogenes is also highly expanded in
nonhuman primates and even in nonprimate mammals (Supple-
mental Table S1).
We calculated an OGG-specific and species-specific ‘‘expan-
sion rate’’ for each OGGwithin a species; each rate represented the
extent of lineage-specific gene expansion with accounting for
phylogenetic relatedness among the 13 species (Supplemental
Table S3). The results demonstrated that elephant-specific expan-
sions have occurred frequently. The OGG
with the largest expansion ratewasOGG2-
22; it contained 46 intact genes from ele-
phant and just one intact gene each from
cow, dog, rabbit, rat, andmouse, andnone
from all other species (Supplemental Fig.
S5C). OGG2-2 ranked second.
We also examined the relationships
between lineage-specific gene expansion
and amino acid sequence similarity. In an
analysis of 414 OGGs that were found in
both elephant and mouse, mean be-
tween-species within-OGG amino acid
sequence identities were negatively cor-
related with the total number of intact
genes within the respective OGGs of both
species (Spearman’s rank correlation co-
efficient rs = 0.52; P < 2.2 3 1016) (Fig.
3E). Similar negative correlations were
observed with each comparison between
elephant and another species (Supple-
mental Fig. S6). Therefore, the genes that
experienced more lineage-specific gene
duplications tended to show lower amino
acid sequence similarities.
OGGs showing one-to-one orthology
Of the 781OGGs, only 28 containedgenes
from each of the 13 species. Among these
28 OGGs, only three—OGG1-44, OGG1-
45, and OGG2-256—showed complete
one-to-one orthologous relationships
among all 13 species; each of these OGGs
contained only one intact OR gene from
each of the 13 species, and none con-
tained any truncated genes or any pseu-
dogenes. Phylogenetic analyses showed
that each gene tree (OGG1-44, OGG1-45,
and OGG2-256) was consistent with the
species tree, suggesting that, for each of these OGGs, all member
genes were truly orthologous to one another (Fig. 4A). The gene
lineages in these OGGs may not have undergone any gene duplica-
tion or loss events.
The distribution of amino acid sequence identities between
human and mouse intact ORs for OGGs containing at least one
intact gene from both human and mouse is shown in Figure 4B.
Remarkably, the three OGGs that showed the highest identity in
amino acid sequence were the exact same three OGGs that showed
complete one-to-one orthology. Therefore, these three OGGs are
conservative not only in gene number during evolution, but also
in amino acid sequences. These observations indicated that the
function of each of these ORs is important and common to every
placental mammal (see Discussion). Conversely, OGG2-3, which
contained the largest number of pseudogenes (Fig. 2C), showed the
least identity in amino acid sequence between human and mouse
ORs (Fig. 4B).
OR gene clusters in African elephants
Because the African elephant genome contained the largest OR
gene repertoire yet reported, we investigated the organization
Figure 2. Distribution of the total number of OR genes—(A) intact genes and (B) pseudogenes—
belonging to each of the 781 OGGs found among 13 placental mammal species. Red and blue indicate
Class I and Class II genes, respectively (A–F). (C ) The number of intact genes was positively correlated with
the number of pseudogenes belonging to the respective OGG (r = 0.731); the dashed line indicates the
regression line. (D,E) Boxplots of comparison between Class I (‘‘1’’; red) and Class II (‘‘2’’; blue) OGGs for
estimated numbers of gene gains and losses (D) and estimatedv values (E). (*) P < 0.05, (**) P < 0.01, and
(***) P < 0.001. (F) Thev value for anOGGwas positively correlatedwith the number of intact genes in the
respective OGG (r = 0.346; P < 2.2 3 1016); the dashed line indicates the regression line.
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of elephant OR gene clusters in greater detail. Humans and mice
have similar numbers of OR gene clusters, although the mouse OR
gene repertoire is much larger than the human repertoire (Niimura
and Nei 2005; Aloni et al. 2006). Here, we compared OR gene
clusters in African elephant with those in mouse to determine
whether the elephant genome contained
a larger number of OR gene clusters than
the mouse genome.
We defined an OR gene cluster using
the criterion that any distances between
two neighboring OR genes in a cluster are
<500 kb (Niimura and Nei 2003). We de-
note a cluster containing five or more OR
genes as a ‘‘5+ cluster.’’ The elephant ge-
nome contained 148 5+ clusters, which is
many more than the mouse (34) or hu-
man (35) genomes (Supplemental Table
S4). However, because the elephant ge-
nome sequence data are not assembled
into chromosomes but comprise many
(>2000) scaffolds, individual OR gene
clusters were often fragmented into mul-
tiple scaffolds; therefore, we may have
greatly overestimated the number of clus-
ters. When anOR gene cluster was located
near the end of a scaffold, the cluster may
have been a part of a larger OR gene clus-
ter. For this reason,we designatedOR gene
clusters that were located near the end of
a scaffold as ‘‘truncated clusters’’ and dis-
tinguished them from ‘‘intact clusters’’;
moreover, we further classified truncated
clusters into ‘‘one-end’’ and ‘‘both-end’’
clusters (Supplemental Table S4). Among
the 148 5+ OR gene clusters in elephant,
there were 22 intact, 24 one-end trun-
cated, and 102 both-end truncated clus-
ters (Supplemental Table S4). Therefore,
most OR gene clusters were fragmented in
the current data set of the elephant ge-
nome. Under the assumption that each
of the truncated clusters was embedded
within a larger cluster, we roughly esti-
mated that the number of 5+ clusters
in the African elephant genome was 22 +
24/2 = 34. This number was very close to
the number of 5+ clusters inmouse (34) or
human (35).
Among the 34 5+ clusters in mouse
and the 148 in elephant, we could iden-
tify 5+ cluster counterparts in the other
species for 33 of themouse and 144 of the
elephant clusters (Supplemental Table S5).
Therefore, species-specific clusters were
very rare. The order of OR genes in each
cluster was generally well conserved be-
tween elephant andmouse (Fig. 5). AnOR
gene cluster on mouse chromosome 7
contained 158 Class I OR genes and oc-
cupied a 2.89-Mb genomic region (Fig. 5A;
Supplemental Table S5). This mouse clus-
ter corresponded to nine 5+ clusters in el-
ephant; among the nine clusters, two clusters on scaffold79 and
scaffold21 were one-end truncated, while the other seven clusters
were both-end truncated (Fig. 5A). Therefore, these nine elephant
clusters may have constituted one large cluster. In total, the nine
clusters contained 353 OR genes and spanned a 5.42-Mb region in
Figure 3. Expanded OGGs. Neighbor-joining (NJ) phylogenetic trees were constructed from all in-
tact OR genes in OGG2-1 (A) and OGG2-2 (C ). In each tree (A,C), a colored symbol indicates a gene
from the species depicted in B andD. Each scale bar indicates the number of amino acid substitutions per
site. Gene names and bootstrap values are shown in Supplemental Figure S5A,B. (B,D) Number of gene
gains and losses in each branch and the number of genes at ancestral nodes (shown in cyan circles)
calculated from the OGG2-1 (A) and OGG2-2 (C ) trees, respectively, by the reconciled-tree method
(Niimura and Nei 2007). A number in a yellow box indicates the number of intact OR genes in each
species belonging to each OGG. (E) For each OGG, the total number of intact genes in elephant and
mouse within respective OGGs was negatively correlated with amino acid sequence identity between
elephant and mouse among intact OR genes within the respective OGGs (rs = 0.52; P < 2.23 1016).
In all, 414 OGGs that contained at least one intact gene from both elephant and mouse were consid-
ered. When an OGG included two or more genes from either or both species, the mean of the amino
acid sequence identities for all possible interspecies combinations of genes was used.
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the elephant genome. Similarly, a 2.48-Mb mouse OR gene cluster
on chromosome 9 contained 118 Class II OR genes and corre-
sponded to seven 5+ clusters in elephant; two of the elephant
clusters (on scaffold50 and scaffold58) were one-end truncated,
while the others were both-end truncated (Fig. 5B; Supplemental
Table S5). These seven clusters encompassed 286OR genes andwere
7.93Mb long in total. Therefore, again, apparently one large cluster
comprised these seven clusters in the elephant genome. All these
lines of evidence indicated that (1) the number of OR gene clusters
in African elephant was similar to that in mouse in spite of the
difference in repertoire size between the two species, and (2) each
OR gene cluster tended to be larger in elephant than in mouse.
Gains and losses of OR genes during evolution
The numbers of putative OR gene gains and losses among the 781
OGGs were summed to estimate the total numbers of gene gains
and losses in each branch during the evolution of placental
mammals. In agreement with the previous study (Niimura and Nei
2007), the results showed that hundreds of gains and losses of OR
genes have occurred in each taxonomic lineage (Fig. 6). Conse-
quently, two species with similar numbers of OR genes may have
very different OR gene repertoires. For example, dogs and guinea
pigs each had ;800 OR genes, but only ;51% of the OR genes in
these two species were shared in common (Supplemental Fig. S7).
Moreover, each of the 13 species has apparently lost hundreds of
the functional OR genes that were pres-
ent in the MRCA of placental mammals
(Fig. 6). Primates have lost more than half
of the putative functionalOR genes in the
MRCA, and notably orangutans have lost
;70% (= 547/781) of them.
We also estimated the rate of gene
birth b and the rate of gene death d in
each taxonomic branch. b and d are de-
fined as the number of gene gains or gene
losses, respectively, per million years per
gene; both were assumed to be constant
along each branch.We developed a novel
method for calculating b and d from the
number of gene gains and losses by solv-
ing simultaneous differential equations
(see Methods for details). The results
showed that b became faster in the ele-
phant and murine lineages, while d ac-
celerated in the primate lineages (Sup-
plemental Fig. S8). The weighted means
of the birth and death rates during the
evolution of placental mammals were
calculated to be b = 0.0062 and d = 0.0059
(per gene per million years), respectively.
These values were considerably larger
than the previously reported value of
the average genomic turnover (birth and
death) rate among all mammalian gene
families, 0.0016 per gene per million
years (Demuth et al. 2006).
Discussion
In this study, we found that African ele-
phants have a surprisingly large reper-
toire of OR genes. The African elephant genome contained;2000
functional genes and >2200 pseudogenes, which is by far the
largest OR gene repertoire among the genomes examined. The
large repertoire of elephant OR genes might be attributed to ele-
phants’ heavy reliance on olfaction in various contexts, including
foraging, social communication, and reproduction (Langbauer 2000;
Rasmussen and Krishnamurthy 2000). In fact, the Asian elephant
(Elephas maximus) is among the few mammalian species for which
a sex pheromone has been chemically identified (Rasmussen et al.
1996, 1997). African and Asian elephants possess a specific scent
gland, called the temporal gland, behindeacheye, andmale elephants
exude an oily odoriferous secretion from the temporal gland annually
during musth, which is characterized by increased aggressiveness
and elevated levels of testosterone (Rajaram and Krishnamurthy
2003). Neuroanatomical studies also indicate that elephants have
well-developed olfactory systems that include large olfactory bulbs
and large olfactory areas in the brain (Shoshani et al. 2006).
Recently, some behavioral tests have been conducted to assess
the olfactory ability of Asian elephants. Rizvanovic and colleagues
showed that Asian elephants successfully discriminated between
12 enantiomeric odor pairs and between 12 other odor pairs of
aliphatic alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids, each
of them having only a one-carbon difference between pair mem-
bers (Rizvanovic et al. 2013). These findings indicate that ele-
phants perform at least as well as mice and clearly better than
humans, pigtail macaques, or squirrel monkeys in olfaction tests.
Figure 4. Conserved OGGs showing complete one-to-one orthology. (A) NJ phylogenetic trees for
OGG1-44, OGG1-45, and OGG2-256. A colored symbol of a gene name indicates a species depicted in
Figure 3B,D. Each scale bar indicates the number of amino acid substitutions per site. Bootstrap values
obtained from500 resamplings are shown only for the nodeswith bootstrap values >70%. (B) Distribution
of amino acid sequence identities between intact human andmouse OR genes for 252 OGGs containing
at least one intact gene from both human andmouse. Note that pseudogenes and truncated genes were
not used for the calculation of amino acid sequence identity. When an OGG included two or more genes
from either or both species, the mean of the amino acid sequence identities for all possible interspecies
combinations of genes was used. The OGGs with the three highest amino acid sequence identity values
and that with the lowest value are shown with the respective percent identity. The mean and the median
amino acid sequence identity among the 252 OGGs are 81.3% and 82.1%, respectively.
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As yet, no systematic studies assessing olfactory capabilities in
African elephants have been published. However, African ele-
phants can reportedly distinguish between two Kenyan ethnic
groups—the Maasai, whose young men demonstrate virility by
spearing elephants, and the Kamba, who are agricultural people
that pose little threat to elephants—by using olfactory cues (Bates
et al. 2007). Additionally, African elephants can recognize possibly
up to 30 individual family members from olfactory cues in mix-
tures of urine and earth (Bates et al. 2008).
Together, this evidence supports that elephants have a superior
sense of smell, and their large repertoires of OR genes are consistent
with this conclusion. It is unclear which aspects of olfactory ability
the number of OR genes reflects, but it is reasonable to assume that
a species with a larger number of OR genes can discriminate among
more subtle differences in structurally related odorants, and that the
number of OR genes determines the resolution of the olfactory
world rather than the sensitivity to a given odor.
We found that an ancestral gene of OGG2-2 had been spe-
cifically expanded in the African elephant lineage. Humans, chim-
panzees, andmacaques eachhave only one intact gene belonging to
OGG2-2. The human gene (OR8K3) and its chimpanzee and ma-
caque orthologs each reportedly bind (+)-menthol (Adipietro et al.
2012). Mice have 17 OR genes belonging to OGG2-2, and all are
located in one big cluster on chromosome 2. Among the 17mouse
ORs, one (OLFR1079) is activated by some enantiomeric pairs—
including (+)- and ()-camphor and (+)- and ()-carvone—with
a different sensitivity between enantiomers (Saito et al. 2009). The
functions of each of the 84 African elephant ORs in OGG2-2 are
unknown, but the discrimination of the ligands of these ORs may
be important for adaptation to the environmental and social
conditions of elephants.
We showed that the fraction of OR pseudogenes within a ge-
nome did not correlate with the number of intact OR genes in that
genome (Fig. 1B,C), indicating that the fraction ofORpseudogenes
is a very poor indicator of the olfactory ability of a given species.
If (1) no gene duplication has occurred and (2) genes that have un-
dergone pseudogenization remain in the genome during mam-
malian evolution, then the fractions of OR pseudogenes would be
negatively correlated with the number of functional genes. However,
this scenario is unlikely because the fractionofORpseudogenes could
easily change during evolution due to frequent gene losses and
elimination of pseudogenes from the genome. In fact, the African
elephant and human genomes show nearly the same fraction of OR
pseudogenes, but the number of functional genes is approximately
fivefold larger in African elephant than in human (Fig. 1A).
Nevertheless, some studies have compared the fractions ofOR
pseudogenes among several species in order to compare their ol-
factory abilities (Gilad et al. 2004; Kishida et al. 2007; Hayden et al.
2010; Kishida andHikida 2010). For example, Gilad and colleagues
examined the fraction of pseudogenes among 100 randomly se-
quencedOR genes from each of the 19 primate species. They found
that the fractions of OR pseudogenes are significantly higher in
primate species with full trichromatic vision (catarrhines and
howler monkey) than in other primates andmammals (Gilad et al.
2004). Based on this observation, they concluded that loss of
functional OR genes coincided with the acquisition of full tri-
chromatic vision during primate evolution (‘‘color vision priority
hypothesis’’). However, this logic is correct only when the fraction
Figure 5. Comparison of OR gene clusters betweenmouse and African elephant. (A) Amouse cluster on chromosome 7 (Mm7.6) corresponded to nine
elephant clusters, and (B) a mouse cluster on chromosome 9 (Mm9.3) corresponded to seven elephant clusters (see Supplemental Table S5). Each
horizontal line represents a mouse chromosome (top) or a scaffold of the African elephant genome (bottom). The position of each OR gene is represented
by a colored vertical bar above or below a horizontal line, the latter indicating the opposite transcriptional direction to the former. Long,medium, and short
vertical bars depict an intact gene, a truncated gene, or a pseudogene, respectively. Each bar is colored according to the OGG to which the OR gene
belongs; the color code chart is at the bottom of the figure. Class I OGGs are colored between red and yellow in the color chart in order of OGG numbers,
while Class II OGGs are colored between yellow and red. When a mouse gene and an elephant gene belong to the same OGG, the two genes are
connected by a gray line. The scaffold number for each elephant cluster is shown below the diagram; for example, ‘‘s79’’ indicates scaffold79. A scaffold
with an asterisk (e.g., s277*) indicates that the respective scaffold is drawn in reverse orientation. A black vertical bar on a horizontal line is shown at
intervals of 1 Mb. (A,B) The rightmost and the leftmost elephant scaffolds (s79 and s21 in A and s50 and s58 in B) contain one-end truncated clusters, while
the others contain both-end truncated clusters. A dashed horizontal line indicates that DNA sequences are omitted. The entire length is drawn for a scaffold
containing a both-end truncated cluster.
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of OR pseudogenes is negatively correlated with the number of
functional OR genes. In fact, Matsui and colleagues showed that
the color vision priority hypothesis is not supported by an analysis
of whole-genome sequences from five primate species (Matsui
et al. 2010). Therefore, whole-genome sequences should be used
whenever comparing OR gene repertoires from different species.
We found that OR gene lineages that had undergone fewer
gene duplications tended to be under stronger purifying selection
(Fig. 2F). This observation is reasonable because the evolutionary
rate is expected to accelerate following gene duplication due to the
relaxation of functional constraints. Ohno proposed that gene du-
plication creates two functionally redundant copies, and conse-
quently, one copy is free from constraints and can acquire a new
function, as the other copy retains the original function (Ohno
1970). Several studies of many gene families in genomes have
shown that evolutionary rates accelerated following gene duplica-
tion (Lynch and Conery 2000; Kondrashov et al. 2002; Jordan et al.
2004), but here, our analysis of a single gene family clearly dem-
onstrated the acceleration of evolutionary rates within this family.
We used a phylogeny-basedmethod to identify OGGs among
>10,000 intact OR genes from these 13 species (see Methods). In
thismethod, we first computationally identified potential pairwise
orthology between two species on the basis of phylogenetic trees.
We thenmerged candidate orthologous pairs into potential OGGs.
Visual inspection of the phylogenetic gene trees constructed from
genes in candidate OGGs indicated that these candidate OGGs
often contained paralogous genes; consequently, we used semi-
automated methods to separate the genes in such ‘‘entangled’’
candidate OGGs into true OGGs. African
elephants occupy the most basal position
in the phylogeny of 13 species. The basic
idea for identifying true OGGs was to
identify monophyletic clades that con-
tained both elephant and non-elephant
genes in a phylogenetic gene tree of a
candidate OGG. If a clade contained ele-
phant genes and genes from other species,
those elephant and non-elephant genes
were likely tohave originated froma single
ancestral gene in the MRCA of placental
mammals, and therefore, they were dis-
tinguishable from the genes descended
from other MRCA genes. Notably, this
strategy should work effectively only
when a large number of elephant genes
exist. Therefore, the key to the successful
identification of OGGs of ORs was the
usage of elephant genes.
Among the 781 OGGs identified,
there were only three OGGs that showed
complete one-to-one orthology. The hu-
man genes contained in the threeOGGs—
OGG1-44,OGG1-45, andOGG2-256—are
OR51E1, OR51E2, and OR6B1, respec-
tively. Both OR51E1 and OR51E2 are lo-
cated in the Class I OR gene cluster on
human chromosome 11, and they are
juxtaposed to each other with a pseudo-
gene in between. These two ORs share
57% amino acid sequence identity. Re-
markably, both of them are ubiquitously
expressed in various tissues. Recently, Flegel
and colleagues investigated the expression of human OR genes in 16
different nonolfactory tissues (Flegel et al. 2013). They found that
OR51E1 and OR51E2 are expressed in 13 and 12, respectively, of the
16 nonolfactory tissues and they are the twomost broadly expressed
human OR genes among those examined.
Both OR51E1 and OR51E2 have been deorphanized; known
ligands of OR51E1 are 3- and 4-methyl-valeric acid (Fujita et al.
2007) and nonanoic acid (nonanoic acid is also a ligand of its
mouse ortholog, Olfr558) (Saito et al. 2009), and those of OR51E2
are b-ionone and androstenone derivatives (Neuhaus et al. 2009).
In fact, OR51E2, also known as prostate-specific GPCR (PSGR)
(Xu et al. 2000), is one of the most well-characterized ORs. It is
highly expressed in the human prostate and is strongly up-reg-
ulated in prostate cancer; therefore, it can be used as a marker of
prostate cancer (Xu et al. 2000). Activation of this OR inhibits
the proliferation of prostate cancer cells (Neuhaus et al. 2009).
OR51E1, also known as PSGR2, is overexpressed in human pros-
tate cancer as well (Weng et al. 2006), andOR51E1 overexpression
in neuroendocrine carcinomas was reported recently (Leja et al.
2009). These results indicate that both of these ORs are involved
in some physiological process(es) other than olfaction, and the
conservation of these two ORs among placental mammals
may indicate that the process(es) is(are) essential and common
among many mammalian species. To our knowledge, OR6B1,
the only Class II OR among these three human ORs, has not
been deorphanized. OR6B1 is therefore an interesting target for
deorphanization and further investigation of physiological
function.
Figure 6. Changes in the number of OR genes during the evolution of placental mammals. Each
number in a yellow box indicates the number of intact OR genes in an extant species. Each number in
a cyan oval represents the number of functional OR genes in an ancestral node estimated by the rec-
onciled-tree method (Niimura and Nei 2007). Estimated numbers of gene gains and gene losses in each
branch are also shown. Black and orange bars to the right of a species name indicate the number of gene
gains and that of gene losses, respectively, comparedwith the 781 ancestral OR genes that were present
in theMRCA of placental mammals. For example, 462 out of the 781 OR genes in theMRCAwere lost in
the human lineage, but 77 gene gains also occurred and resulted in the current human repertoire of 396
intact OR genes. Note that the number of gene losses in a black bar is not equal to the sum of gene losses
in the branches from the MRCA to a given species, because the number of gene losses at each branch
includes that of gene losses that occurred after gene duplication. For the same reason, the number of
gene gains in an orange bar is not the same as the total number of gene gains in the branches from the
MRCA to the species considered. The divergence time at each node was obtained from TimeTree
(http://www.timetree.org/) (see Supplemental Fig. S1; Hedges et al. 2006).
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To reveal possible connections between OR function and OR
evolution, we preliminarily examined the correlation between the
number of ligands that bind to a given OR and the size of the OGG
containing that OR. We used the entire data set from Saito et al.
(2009) regarding OR–odorant pairs for 52 mouse ORs and 10 hu-
manORs, which is currently the largest data set obtained under the
same condition. We found that the number of ligands per OR was
positively correlated with OGG size (Spearman’s correlation co-
efficient rs = 0.470; P = 0.00020) (Supplemental Fig. S9). Therefore,
gene lineages containing genes of generalist ORs tend to have ex-
panded more during evolution than those containing genes of
specialist ORs. These observations may be explained by assuming
that generalist ORs persist for long periods during evolution be-
cause they remain functional in changing environments, while
specialist ORs may easily become useless as environments change
and the respective genes get stuck in evolutionary ‘‘dead ends.’’
However, this analysis was based on a limited number of ORs, and
we needmore data onOR–ligand pairs to derive a clear conclusion.
In summary, we used the surprisingly large repertoire of Af-
rican elephant OR genes to perform a successful phylogeny-based
identification of OGGs among OR genes from 13 placental mam-
mals. We then traced the differences in the evolutionary trajecto-
ries of OR gene lineages in terms of the extent of gene gains and
gene losses. This study clearly illustrates that analyses of evolu-
tionary dynamics of genes can provide insights into gene function.
Nevertheless, more ORs should be deorphanized and more OR
gene repertoires should be analyzed from many organisms to fur-
ther elucidate the differences in the evolutionary fates of genes.
Methods
Data
Whole-genome sequences of placental mammals used in this
study were downloaded from Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org)
(Flicek et al. 2014). The following data were used: African elephant
(Loxodonta africana), loxAfr3; cow (Bos taurus), Btau_4.0; horse
(Equus caballus), EquCab2; rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus), oryCun2;
guinea pig (Cavia porcellus), cavPor3; mouse (Mus musculus),
NCBIm36.
Identification of OR genes from whole-genome sequence
The method used to identify OR genes from the genome sequence
was described in detail previously (Niimura 2013).
Construction of phylogenetic trees
Each neighbor-joining (NJ) tree (Saitou and Nei 1987) was
constructed with Poisson correction (PC) distance using the
program LINTREE (http://www.personal.psu.edu/nxm2/software.
htm) (Takezaki et al. 1995).Multiple alignments of translated amino
acid sequences were made by the program MAFFT (http://mafft.
cbrc.jp/alignment/software/) (Katoh et al. 2005).
Assignment of intact OR genes to phylogenetic clades
Because the total number of OR genes in the 13 placental mam-
mals was large (10,659), we classified each OR gene into phyloge-
netic clades defined in previous studies (Niimura and Nei 2003,
2005) and examined each of the clades separately for the identi-
fication of OGGs (see below). We used 33 monophyletic clades
(one Class I clade and 32 Class II clades named A–S, AA–AJ, AT, BB,
and BC), each of which is supported by a high (>90%) bootstrap
value. Clade assignment has been performed for rat, dog (Niimura
and Nei 2007), and five primate species (Matsui et al. 2010). For
each of the other species (referred to here as species X), we con-
structed a phylogenetic tree using all intact genes in species X and
those in either rat or dog. We then identified monophyletic clades
with high bootstrap values that contained all member genes be-
longing to a given clade from either rat or dog; genes from species
X that were included in a respective clade were assigned to the
same clade as that for rat genes and then separately for dog genes.
We confirmed that the results obtained using rat genes and those
using dog genes were consistent with each other. Some Class II
genes remained unclassified, and they were treated separately for
OGG identification.
Identification of OGGs among 13 species
To identify OGGs, each phylogenetic gene clade identified above
was treated separately. We first identified candidate orthologous
gene pairs between two species. Because OGGs among the five
primateswere identified in a previous study (Matsui et al. 2010), we
treated the five primates as one species in the following process.
Therefore, there are 36 possible pairs of species among eight non-
primate species and five primates treated as one species. For each
species pair (e.g., elephant and horse), we constructed NJ trees
using all intact genes from the two species belonging to a given
clade. We therefore constructed 34 phylogenetic trees (one Class I
clade, 32 Class II clades, and one clade of unclassified Class II
genes) for a given species pair. Eight representative genes were
chosen from clades A–H (one gene from each clade) and were used
as the outgroup of each of the 34 trees. For constructing the clade A
tree, for example, seven representative genes from clades B–Hwere
used as the outgroup. Similarly, seven representative genes were
used as the outgroup to construct the trees of clades B–H. For the
other trees, all eight representative genes from clades A–H were
used as the outgroup.
From each tree, we extracted candidate orthologous gene
pairs between two species by taking monophyletic clades that
contained genes from both species and were supported with >70%
bootstrap values (Supplemental Fig. S3A). Note that pairwise
orthologous relationships were often not a one-to-one relation-
ship, but one-to-multiple ormultiple-to-multiple.Whengene losses
occurred independently in each of the two lineages, paralogous
genes may have been wrongly identified as candidate orthologs
(Supplemental Fig. S3B). On average, the evolutionary distances for
paralogous gene pairs between two species tend to be larger than
those for orthologous gene pairs between the same two species.
Therefore, to exclude paralogous gene pairs, we calculated the
number of synonymous changes per synonymous site, dS, for all
candidate orthologous gene pairs identified above. We used the
modifiedNei-Gojoborimethod (Nei andGojobori 1986) to calculate
dS values from pairwise alignments generated by ClustalW
(Thompson et al. 1994).When an orthologous relationshipwas not
one-to-one, dS values were calculated for all possible gene pairs be-
tween the two species, and their mean value was used for the fol-
lowing analysis. For a given pair of species, the mean (m) and the
standard deviation (s) were calculated. By inspecting the distribu-
tionof dS values, we regarded any gene pairs showingdS >m + 2.326s
(corresponding to the top 1% data for normally distributed sam-
ples) as false positives (paralogs) and discarded them (Supple-
mental Fig. S3C). This criterionwas conservative and was designed
to avoid the possibility that true orthologs were erroneously
eliminated. The remaining orthologous gene pairs for the 36
combinations of two species were collected, and ‘‘a friend of a
friend is a friend’’ strategy was used to merge these pairs into
candidate OGGs among the 13 species (Supplemental Fig. S3D).
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After this procedure, we obtained 611 candidate OGGs that con-
tained genes from at least two species.
By visually inspecting the phylogenetic trees of the 611 can-
didate OGGs identified above, we found that candidate OGGs often
contained apparent paralogous genes. We separated such ‘‘entan-
gled’’ candidate OGGs into true OGGs by using the following cri-
teria. We first constructed a rooted NJ tree using all intact genes
belonging to each of the 611 candidate OGGs. As the outgroup, we
used eight genes, each of which was chosen from clades A–H. If the
resultant NJ tree contained a monophyletic clade (denoted as clade
X in Supplemental Fig. S3E) thatmet the conditions below, genes in
clade X were considered to constitute an OGG. We used the three
following conditions to make these determinations: (1) Clade X
contains both elephant gene(s) and non-elephant gene(s), (2) clade
X is supported with a >90% bootstrap value, and (3) clade X and
clade Y (a sister clade of clade X) contain gene(s) from at least one
common species; this third condition was necessary because
sometimes a gene tree was inconsistent with the species tree. This
procedure was repeated until no more clades could be separated.
The candidate OGGs obtained using the procedure described
above were divided further. We next constructed an unrooted NJ
tree using all genes in each of the candidate OGGs. If (1) a tree
contained two clades, each of which contained both elephant and
non-elephant genes, and (2) the separation of the two clades was
supported with a >70% bootstrap value, then each clade was
considered to form an independent OGG (Supplemental Fig. S3F).
This procedure was also repeated until no more separation was
possible. As a result, we obtained 731 OGGs that contained genes
from two or more species.
There were 67 species-specific genes (‘‘singletons’’) that were
not included in any of the 731 OGGs identified above. Some sin-
gletons from the same species may have originated from the same
ancestral gene in the MRCA of placental mammals, and such sin-
gletons should be assigned to the same OGG. For such singletons,
the evolutionary distances among them were assumed to be small.
To identify combinations of such singletons, we calculated dS values
between any pairs of singletons from the same species. If dS was
smaller than a threshold value, the pair of singletonswas considered
to belong to the same OGG. The threshold values were determined
in the following way. As described above, we examined the distri-
butionof dS values for all candidate orthologous gene pairs betweena
given pair of species and calculated the mean value, m. We exam-
ined all of the eight m values for elephant vs. non-elephant com-
parisons, and took the largest m among them. m = 0.389, 0.386,
0.340, 0.447, 0.513, 0.566, 0.558, and 0.376 for elephant–cow,
elephant–dog, elephant–horse, elephant–rabbit, elephant–guinea
pig, elephant–rat, elephant–mouse, and elephant–primates com-
parisons, respectively; therefore, the threshold value for elephants
was set to be 0.566. In the same manner, the threshold values for
the other species were determined. This procedure generated
50 OGGs from 67 singletons. Eventually, 10,659 intact OR genes
from 13 placental mammals were classified into 781 OGGs.
Finally, we assigned each of the non-intact genes (pseudo-
genes and truncated genes) to the 781 OGGs identified above. In
this process, we did not use a phylogeny-based approach, because
the presence of fragmented sequences lowers the accuracy of
phylogenetic inference. Instead we conducted BLASTP searches
using each non-intact gene as a query (Altschul et al. 1997) against
all 10,659 intact OR genes. We assigned each non-intact gene to
the OGG that contained its respective best-hit intact gene.
Estimation of the numbers of gene gains and losses
The reconciled-tree method was used to estimate the numbers of
gene gains and gene losses in each branch of a species tree and the
number of ancestral genes in the evolution of placental mammals
(http://bioinfo.tmd.ac.jp/;niimura/software.html) (Niimura and
Nei 2007). A calculation was performed for each OGG separately
using a 70% bootstrap value as a threshold for reconciliation. The
reconciled-tree method requires a rooted tree for each given set of
genes to make these estimates. To identify a root position of a tree,
we did not use any outgroup sequences that were not included in a
givenOGG. Rather, we assumed the root position to be on a branch
dividing all genes in a given OGG into two clades: One was the
clade containing all genes from the first divergent species, and the
other was the clade containing all genes from the other species. For
example, if a given OGG contained at least one elephant gene,
then the root was assumed to be located on the branch connecting
the clade containing elephant gene(s) with that containing non-
elephant gene(s). If an OGG did not contain elephant genes
but contained cow, dog, and/or horse gene(s), the root was
assumed to be on a branch between a Laurasiatheria clade and an
Euarchontoglires clade. The results for all OGGs were compiled to
generate Figure 6.
Extent of purifying selection
We used the maximum likelihood method implemented in PAML
(http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html) (Yang and
Nielsen 2000) to estimate the nonsynonymous/synonymous rate
ratio, v. In this analysis, 702 OGGs that contained three or more
intact OR genes were used. An unrooted NJ tree was constructed
separately using all intact genes contained in each of the 702
OGGs. The programcodeml and a codon frequencymodel of F334
were then used to calculate the v value from the phylogenetic tree.
Estimation of gene birth and death rates
The gene birth rate b, the number of gene gains per million years
per gene, and the gene death rate d, the number of gene losses
per million years per gene, were calculated for each branch in
the phylogeny of 13 placental mammals in the following way.
For a given branch, b and dwere assumed to be constant with time.
Suppose that at the initial time t = 0, there were A0 genes, and at
time t = T, the number of genes became A0 + G – L due to G gene
gains and L gene losses that occurred during timeT. The number of
gene gains that occurred until time twas denoted as g(t) and that of
gene losses, l(t). Therefore, G = g(T) and L = l(T). We then obtained
the following simultaneous differential equations:
dgðtÞ
dt
= (A0 + g(t) l(t))b
dlðtÞ
dt
= (A0 + g(t) l(t))d:
Solving these equations, we obtained
b=
G
ðG LÞT ln

1+
G L
A0

d=
L
ðG LÞT ln

1+
G L
A0

:
We used these formulas to calculate the results presented in
Supplemental Figure S8.
Vieira and colleagues used the formulas b = G/TA0 and d =
L/TA0 to estimate the birth and death rates (Vieira et al. 2007).
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They assumed that the number of genes is constant along
a branch; therefore, Vieira and colleagues’ estimates are inaccurate
when b 6¼ d.
The mean birth and death rates, b and d, are calculated by
weighting the birth (bi) and death (di) rates of the ith branch by the
length of the branch, bi:
b=
+
i
bibi
+
i
bi
d=
+
i
dibi
+
i
bi
:
Data access
Nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequences for OR genes in
African elephant, horse, cow, rabbit, guinea pig, and mouse are
provided in Supplemental Data Sets S1 and S2, respectively.
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